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A ct. .Q approximation algorithm for the shortest common superstring problem is developed, 
based on the Knuth-Morris-Pratt string-matching procedure and on the greedy heu 
finding longest Hamiltonian paths in weighted graphs. Given a set R of strings, the 
constructs a common superstring for R in O(mn) steps where m is the number of st 
and n is the total length of these strings. The performance of the algorithm is analysed in terms 
of the compwsion in the common superstrings constructed, that is, in terms of n -k where k is 
the length of the obtained superstring. We show that (n - k) a&n - kmin) where kmin is the length 
of a shortest common superstring. Hence the compression achieved by the algorithm is at least 
half of the maximum compression. It also seems that the fengths irays satisfy kc 2 l 
proving this remains open. 
1. Introduction 
The shortest common superstring problem is, given a finite set R of strings over 
some (finite or infinite) alphabet 2, to find a shortest string w such that each string 
x in R is a substring of w, that is, w can be written as uxv for some u and v. Since 
the decision version of this problem is NP-complete [3,6,2], we are interested in 
polynomial-time approximation algorithms. Such algorithms construct a superstring 
w which is not necessarily a shortest one. 
An obvious approach is to develop a “greedy” approximation algorithm based 
on the following idea [2]: find and remove two strings in R which have the longest 
mutual overlap amongst all possible pairs in R. Then form the overlapped string 
from the removed two strings and replace it back in R. Repeat this until there is 
only one string in R or no two strings have a nonempty overlap. 
In this paper we develop an algorithm that implements this idea. The algorithm 
uses, besides the greedy heuristics, also a modification of the uth- 
string matching procedure to find the pairwise overlaps between the strings in 
It runs in O(mn) steps where m is the number of strings in and n is the tota 
length of these strings. 
Our main result deals with the performance of the algorithm, i.e., the quality of 
. We show that the “compression” in th 
is at least half of the compression in a 
if n is the total length of the original strings in and &in 
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and k is the length of th 
en (n-k)a$(n-k,,A. 
ire&y compare lengths k and k,,lr,t in all exam 
construct we have ks2 l k, 
It turns out that the shortest 
a special case of the longest 
The results of Jenkyns [4] imply that 
heuristics finds a Hamiltonian path whose length i 
of a longest path. Here we have 
maximal overlaps of the 
a Hamiltonian path whose 1 
Superstring algorithms can be used in compressing 
another application er such as a DNA- 
molecule can be Pepresented as ically is a few thousands 
of symbols long. To dete 
molecules, is a crucial step towards understandi the biologic4 functions of the 
mokcule* Unfortunately, with the cu aboratory methods it is impossible to 
sequence a long molecule as 8 who1 
by determining rel 
of the long string. From the fragments whose location in the long string is more or 
less arbitrary and unknown, one has to assemble the long string representing the 
whole molecule. W&out computer assistance the assembly task becomes intolerably 
tedious since there may be hundreds of ents that altogether contain thousands 
of symbols. 
The assembly problem can be modeled as a shortest common superstring problem: 
The fragments are the stri in set R and the superstring constructed represents 
an appmxim on to the originat long string. Although there is no a priori reason 
to aim at a s tring this seems the most natural restriction that makes 
the problem i~onttivlal. oreover, our experience shows that programs based on 
shortest e8mDt3n algorithms work very satisfactorily for real biological 
45 :a 173. 
imple property of 
ximation method. 
shortest common superstrings is useful in 
If Q s&g x is u substring of onother string y in R (i.e., y = 
s!ri@~s u and t)), then sets R and R -{x} haw the same shortest common superwings. 
to form a reduced 
shortest common 
set, neither of strin 
wi,+*=o forj<m+l. 
Consider any directed Mamiltonian path H from 
for R From H we may construct a common supe 
in R above each other in the order of appea 
must be m@mally overlapped, that is, the ten 
of corresponding arc on the path. If yr , . . . , yno are theelemcats af. R =riWm ia 
order they appear on path H from ~0 to x nr+t Swe get an arrangement as shown in 
Fig. 1. Clearly, the “projection” p(H) of strings yi gives a common superstrin 
for R 
More carefully, let ui be the maximal overlap between yi and yi+l . Then yi can 
be written as yr = Zstr, and p(H), the common superstring for R constructed from 
H, is zlz2.. . z,+y,,,. 
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in Fig. 1 and that the pair-wise overlaps in that d 
letx,,Fz,..., x, be the strings in R indexed i
occurrence in q starts. Let ui be the unique substring o 
xi and ~i+~. Hence there is ui between xi 
the substring of q that is cov q but not by +r. 
Fig. 1, but with p(H) replaced by q and with yd Vi”s and zi’s replaced by Xi’s, Ui’s 
and ti’s, respectively. NOW we have the followi lemma. 
ma 2.2. l7M rruUima1 OuerlcIp befween each Xi and Xi+1 is Uim 
f. Assume that for some 4 the maximal overlap between Xi and Xi+1 is u and 
lUl> lUj1. Let Xi = t:W Then 81. . ti-ltiti+l . . . tmwrG is a common super-string of R 
which is shorter than q = t1 . . . ti-ltiti+i . . . tm+,,,, a contradiction. Cl 
We have shown the following 
and longest Hamiltonian paths: 
connection between shortest common superstrings 
2.3. A shortest common superstring for R is a string p(H) where H is 
a Ingest Hamiltonian path from the start node to the end node in the ovedap graph 
for R 
The NP-hardness of finding a shortest common superstring implies that also 
finding the Hamilto path in Theorem 2.3 is NP-hard. (The NP-hardness of 
finding maximal Ham nian paths in arbitrary weighted graphs is well-known, of 
course [3]; here we only have the additional remark that the NP-hardness is preserved 
if the problem is ricted to the class of overlap graphs.) Hence we have to look 
at approximation rithms. We will use the following well-known “greedy” heuris- 
tics for longest Hamiltonian paths: 
To construct a Hamiltonian path, select an arc e from the remaining arcs of the 
overlap graph such that 
(i) e has the largest weight; and 
(ii) e together with the arcs selected earlier forms a subgraph which can be 
expanded to a Hamiltonian path from the start node to the end node; 
and repeat his until a Hamiltonian path from the start node to the end node has 
been constructed. 
The above discussion suggests an algorit m for computing an approximate shortest 
common superstring whose main steps can be summarized as follows: 
) Compute the maximal pairwise overlaps between all strings in 
d R by removing all strings. x which are substrings of some 
rns out that this can be acco ished together with s 
e set of the shortest 
Approrrimotion algorithm for shortest common 
e greedy heuristics, find an approximation 
m the start node to the end node in the overlap 
From the path H found in this way, construct a 
for R 
In the subsequent three subsections we refine the details of the steps (Al)-( 
as well as analyse their time requirements. The quality of the is 
analysed in Section 3. 
2.1. Step (Al): jinding maximal p&wise overlaps 
The problem to be solved here is, given two strings x and x’, to determine the 
length k of the maximal overlap between x and x’. If 1~’ is a substring of x, then 
k = ]x’i. Else k = 1~1 where t) is the longest string such that x = UD and x” = utl’ for 
some tl and u’. 
This problem can be understood as a generalization of the classical pattern- 
matching problem where x is the text and X’ is the pattern and we ask whether the 
pattern occurs in the text. If the pattern does not occur in the text, we now also ask 
what is the longest suffix of the text which is also a prefix of the pattern. 
The classical problem can be solved with the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm 
(ICMP-algorithm) in time 0( lx’1 + IX]), i.e., linear in the length of the strings involved 
[S]. Not surprisingly, the ICMP-algorithm is immediately seen to solve, still in linear 
time, also our generalized problem: Recall that the KMP-algorithm works in two 
phases. In the preprocessing phase, the algorithm constructs from the pattern x’ a 
so-called pattern-matching machine. Preprocessing time 0( [x’l). The pattem- 
matching machine is, in fact, a finite-state automaton. The automaton has lx’1 + 1 
states, numbered 0, 1, . . . , 1x1. In the second phase, the automaton scans the text x, 
spending time 0(1x1). The state transitions proceed during scanning such that the 
automaton is in state i whenever i is the largest index such that CI~ . . . ai is both a 
suffix of the scanned portion of x and a prefix of x’= ala2.. . qxE1. Therefore, the 
automaton enters state lx’1 if and only if x contains an occurrence of x’. It also 
follows that, after scanning the whole x, the automaton is in state i if and only if 
a1 . . . ai is the longest suffix of x which is also a prefix of x’. Hence i is the length 
of the maximal overlap between x and x’, which means that the K 
can be used in implementi step (AI). 
This way the maximal rlaps between any two strin can be 
found in time O((xil +I+l). By constructing the pattern-matching machine for each 
xi and by scanning with the machine all the remaining strings, all pairwise overtaps 
can be found in total time O(mn). 
2.2. Step (A2): forming reduced R 
is step is naturally implemented 
whenever step ( 1) finds out that Xi 
by embedding the 
of Xj, remove Xi fro 
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proceed to the next This does not increase the as t of 
step (Al). 
2.3. Step (A3): j&z&g an apptwimtion to the longest iltonian 
The greedy heuristics for finding an approximate 1 nian path runs 
by repeatedly find an arc with maximal weight r with the arcs 
selected earlier can be expanded to a Hamiltonian path fern the start node to the 
end node. Hence it is forbidden to select an arc that is not any more free. An arc 
(x, y) is called free if x is not the start node of some arc selected earlier and y is 
not the end node of some arc selected earlier and (qy) together with the arcs 
selected earlier do not create an oriented cycle. 
In more detail, let H be the set of arcs selected to the Hamiltonian path. Initially, 
is empty. We proceed as follows: 
(1) Sort the arcs according to the weight. 
(2) Scan the arcs in decreasing order. For each arc (x, y) encountered, if (5 y) is 
free, then 
(2.1) add (x,y) to H, and 
12.2) mark x to a start node and y to an end node (this makes all remaining 
arcs starting from x or ending at y nonfree), and 
(2.3) in order to find the ends of the path in H that contains the new arc (4 y), 
traverse in H the path from y until the end node y’ is encountered and 
traverse the path from 4 against he direction of the arcs, until the start 
node x8 is encountered and then mark the arc (y’, x’) to a cycle-creating arc. 
Step ( 1) can be efficiently implemented by bucket sort in time 0( m*). Using 
bucket sort is reasonable since the weights to be sorted are in the limited range 
0 , . . . ) A. Space requirement is O(n + nt*). 
Step (2) requires time O(m*) for scanning the arcs and for testing their freeness. 
‘Ihe markings made in steps (2.2) and (2.3) ensure that the freeness of each arc can 
be tested in constant ime. Hence the total time for steps (2.1) and (2.2) is O(m). 
ach application of step (2.3) takes time O(l HI), hence total time 0( nr*). 
The total time for step (A3) is therefore O(m*) = 0( mn). 
Noting finally that p(H) is easily constructed from H in time O(n), we can 
summarize our analysis in the following theorem. 
in steps (Al)-(A3) can be implemented such that its time 
m is the number of strings in R and n is the total length 
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Section 2 constructs a string p( 
shortest possible. The length o 
ian path constructed 
roximate solution obtained by catenati 
graphs. 
If two arcs r and s of the overlap graph have a common start node (i.e., a sta 
string), then we write r + + s. In the same way, r + + s denotes that r and s have 
a common end node. 
The weight of an arc r is denoted by w(r). 
A string XI is said to have seFoverlap v if x = w = U’V for some nonempty strings 
v, oc, ur* 
Lemma 3.1. (a) Ift + + r, t + + s such that w(r) s w( t) and w(s)s w( t) and the 
end node of r is not the start node of s, then there is an arc q such that q + + s, q + * r 
and w(q)aw(r)+w(s)-w(t). 
(b) Let t, r, s be as in (a), but assume that the end node z of r is the start node of 
s. men string z has a self-overlap of length aw(r) + w(s) -w(t). 
proof. (a): The lemma is trivially true when w(r) + w(s) s w(t). Hence, assume 
w(r) +w(s) > w( t). Let string al.. . ~a,,,(,, correspond to the arc t. Then 
%(r,-w(r)+1 l l l &u(f) corresponds to r, and aI . . . aWtS) corresponds to s. But then there 
is an overlap .G(~)-~(~)+~ . . l a,(,) between the start string of s and the end string of 
P, that is, the corresponding arc q has weight aw( r) + w(s) -w(t). The situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 2, where t = (x, y ), r = (x, t), and s = (z’, y). 
(b): The situation is as in (a) but now z = z’. Hence z has &. self-overlap 
G(r)-w(r)+1 l l l ax(s)- 
Q 
q 
Fig. 2. 
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tern 3.2. Let H be the approximate longest Hamiltonia path conmcted by the 
greedy heuristic for the overlap graph of R, and let I&,, be a longest miltonia 
path+ nten IHI 2$~Hmlrxi. 
Let W consist of arcs tl , t2, . . . , tm+r, listed in the order in 
selects them. Consider the algorithm at the moment it 
9 to W and rratde the appropriate arcs nonfree. 
ty. Moreover, let Ki denote a set of arcs containi 
and some other free arcs whose freeness we 
Lemma 3.1, as follows: 
Initially, &, = H,,, . 
In general, 
Here r is the arc in Kj-1 such that tj +- + R If Kj-1 does not contain such an arc, 
then r is missing. Similarly, s is the arc in Kj-1 such that tj + + S. If Kj-1 does not 
contain such an arc, then s is missing. Arc p is the arc in Kj-1 which together with 
the arcs in Hj form an oriented cycle. Again, if B&-r does not contain such an arc, 
then p is missing. Arcs r, s, p are all arcs in Kj,r which are made nonfkee by the 
selection of tjm Hence they are rern=rvpd from &-r to get Kj. Of course, tj has to be 
removed since it is added to Hi-1 get Him Arc q is inferred by Lemma 3.1, as will 
be explained in a moment. 
At this stage it is easy to understand the lower bound of Jenkyns 143. Each greedy 
selection eliminates at most three correct arcs and the selected arc has at least as 
large a weight as the eliminated ones. For example, if H,,,,, contains arcs (x, , x2), 
(x2* x3), and (x~ , x4) and the algorithm selects arc (x3, x2), then all three correct 
arcs are lost. This means, a path with at least one third of the maximal total weight 
can be found. 
To obtain a better lower bound for the overlap graphs we apply Lemma 3.1. 
Whenever and s exist in (1) and the end node z of r differs from the start node 
z’ of s, then, by Lemma 3.1(a), there must be an arc q = (z’, z) such that 
(2) 
still free (it is not free only if it forms a cycle with the arcs in H,), 
in (1). Otherwise, q is missing in (1). 
It turns out, that arcs q compensate one of the eliminated arcs r, s, p such that, 
on the average, the ‘ght of only two arcs is lost. Unfortunately, the proof will be 
rather complicated. difficulty is that whenever q is nonfree, a greedy step really 
can eliminate three arcs. owever, this is possible only if the loss in some earlier 
as essentially smaller. 
induction it is easy to show that no two arcs in u Kj start at the same node 
end at the same node. I.e Gj denote the subgraph with arcs Hi v Kja Then the 
lowing fact is t 
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rty 61. Subgraph Gi consists of disjoint direc 
A cycle cannot contain arcs only from must be extendible to a 
iltonian path. Also a cycle with only one arc p from is impossible since 
a p cannot be free. Therefore, we have the following property. 
. Each cycle in Gi contains at least two arcs from 
Let Ci denote the number of cycles in Gi. NOW we claim that 
The proof is by induction on i. 
Let first i = 0. Since K0 = H,,,,,, Ho is empty, and co = 0, we have that claim (3) 
is true. 
Assume then that (3) holds for i - 1 and consider 4 i > 0. Depending on how 
t = ti = (4 y) is selected we have the following cases. 
Case 1: nodes x and y belong to the same directed path of G,_, , x is before y, 
arc Q exists in (1). 
The situation is depicted in Fig. 3(a) where the diagram before the arrow represents 
graph Gi-1 u {t} and the one after the arrow represents graph Gi. Bold edges denote 
directed (possible empty) paths, thin edges single arcs. Obviously, Ci = ciml + 1 and 
= (&-I\{ r, s}) u {q}. Recalling (2) and noting that w(t) s W( ti-l), we can estimate 
the left-hand side of (3): 
2 ’ IHil+lKi(-Ci* W(t) 
=2 ’ lHi-11+2 ’ W(t)+lKi_1I+W(Q)-W(t)-w(S)-Ci-* l w(t)-W(t) 
22 l lHi_,I+IKi-II-Ci-1 l W(t) 
2 2 ’ IHi- + lKi-*l- Ci-1 ’ W( ti-g), 
which is 31 H,,,( by induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: same as Case 1 but q missing in (1). 
Arc q can be missing for two different reasons. First, there is no r or s different 
from t. Then, actually, t = r = s, and t must be in K+, . Since now Ci = ci-1, we obtain 
2 l lH”l+lKil-Ci* w(t)=2 9 lHi-11+2 l w(t)+lKi-ll-w(t)-Ci-l l w(t) 
2 2 l IIfi-lI + IKi-ll- Ci-1 l W( ti-1) 
2 IHmaSr 
as required. 
Fig. 3(a). 
The second possibility is that although t and s exist and are 
not free any more. Again, ci = q-l. Since w(t) a w(t) and w(t) 3 
2 l lHil+lKil-ci* w(t) 
= 2 ’ l&_ll+2 l W(t)+jKi-I(-W(r)-W(s)-ci-* ’ 
Case 3: nodes x and y belong to the same directed path of Gi-1, y is before 5 
t creates a cycle. 
The situation is as shown in Fig. 3(b). Now ci = ci+ + 1. It can be shown, exactly 
as in Case 1, that (3) is true. 
It is also possible that s and the path ieading to s or r and the path after I are 
missing, in which case q is missing, too. For example, if s is missing, we get 
2 * lHil+IKil-Ciy W(t) 
=2 l lfj&T_ll+2 ’ W(t)+(Ki-1l-W(r)-Ci-r l W(t)-w(t) 
2 2 l II&-II + I&-II - Cj-1 l W(ti-1) 
l[he other cases are similar. 
cme 4: same as Case 3 but t does not create a cycle. 
The situation is a~ shown in Fig. 3(c). Then ci = ci-1 and Ki = (&\{ r, S, p}) u { 4). 
Using (2) we obtain 
~2 l lHi_nI+Z l W(t)+lKi-1I+W(q)-W(r)-W(S)-W(P)-G-1 *W(t) 
22. IHi-,I+jKi-1I-Ci-l l w(t) 
* 
r 
Fig. 3(b). 
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ain s or r can be in which case also Q is missin e above estimates 
are easily adapted to these cases. 
Case 5: nodes x and y are on the same cycle of Gi,, . Arc t belongs to a cyc’,e 
in Gi. 
If q exists in (l), the situation is as sho n in Fig. 3(d). Then ci = ci_l+ 1 and 
Ki = (K,_,\{r, s}) u {q}, and (3) is shown e lyasincase 1. 
If q does not exist, the proof proceeds as in Case 2. 
Case 6: same as Case 5, but t does not belong to a cycle in 
Then the original cycle in G i_1 disappears since arc p becomes nonfree. Pictorially, 
when q exists, we get the result as in 3(e). Obviously, ci = ci-1 and 
(Ki_,\{rg s,p})u{q}, and (3) is shown ex as in Case 4. 
en q is missing, a new type of situation arises since then Ci = ci_l- 1. If q is 
missing because t = r = s (and hence t is in Ki+), we get 
2 l 1Hil+lKil_Ci’ W(t) 
=2 l l&-J+2 l W(t~+~~~_~~-w(t)--(p)-Ci-r l W+w(O 
32 l IHi-,I+IKi-ll-Ci-1 T ‘s(ti--t) 
If c~ is missing because it is not free although t and s exist and are different, then 
we obtain 
2. IHil+lKil-Ci l W(t) 
=2 e (Hi-11+2 l W(t)+)K,-*I-W(r)-W(s)-W(p)-Ci-* ’ W(t)+W(t) 
22 l IHi-,I+IKi-1I-Ci-1 l W(ti-1) 
Case 7: nodes x and y are in different components of Gi-1. 
Assume first that x and y belong to different paths. Then the situation is as 
depicted in Fig. 3(f). Obviously, Ci = Ci_1 and Ki = (Ki-l\{r, s}) u (4). The proof of 
Fig. 3(d). 
Fig. 3(e). 
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Fig. 3(f). 
(3) is as in Case 4 but now p is missi 
cases where r or s and hence q are missing. 
proof is easily further adapted to the 
If x and y belong to ditierent cycles, the situation is as shown in Fig. 3(g). Since 
both original cycles contain at least two arcs from &-I (Property G2), q is always 
free and therefore Ki = (Ki-,\{rs s}) u (4). NOW q = Ci-l- 1. The pmof of (3) is as 
in the last part of Case 6 but without arc p. The proof ts easily adapted to the cases 
where either of the original cycles is a path. 
Since Cases l-7 cover all le sit?!gtions, we have proven the inductive step. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, e 1 stage where the algorithm 
has built a Hamiltonian path H,,, = H perties Gl and G2 
imply that K, +1 must be empty and c,,,+~ =O. Tkn (3) 2 l IW a Mmaxl, 85 
required. U 
The next example shows that the result of Theorem 3.2 is best possible. 
xample 3.3. Let R = {ob’, b%, b”a}. Then the shortest common superstring is ab”6u 
while the greedy heuristics may produce superstring o6%6%. The maximal com- 
pression ]H,,J is 2h while the greedy method may give IHI = k Note that also the 
greedy method can yield the shortest common superstring depending on which one 
of the arcs with equal weights is selected first. 
Another natural question on the performance ishow much longer can the approxi- 
mate superstring be than the shortest one? The worst example we have found is as 
in Example 3.3 where the shortest string is of length h +3 and the approximate 
h 2h + 3, which is less than twice the shortest length. This also shows 
that the claim in [2] that the length k 
$ times the shortest length kin cannot 
of the approximate string is always at most 
be true. 
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d by our example we co ecture that always k 
the conjecture is true for all sets W for which 1 
ecture remains open. 
On the other hand, let us make the relatively stro that the 
contains no cycles consisting only of arcs with weights >0 and that 
has a nonempty self-overlap. For such R 
and produces a shortest common super&n 
proof of Theorem 3.2. Instead of (3), one should prove the inequality 
l4l+lKlw%n*xl* 
4. Experhaents and madlfhtions 
We have carried out some experiments with the greedy algorithm. On the average, 
the superstring obtained was only one percent longer than a shortest super&n 
In the worst observed case, the length increase was about 15 percent. The length 
of our random test strings, which were mainly in the binary alphabet, varied from 
4 to 100. The algorithm worked, of course, better with longer strings, because the 
maximal overlaps among them are relatively shorter. 
A problem with the greedy algorithm is that it may do selections that forbid later 
use of good overlaps. Therefore we have experimented with some additional heuris- 
tics, which try to eliminate such selections. The following one seems the most 
promising. The basis is the same as in the greedy algorithm, but the weights of arcs 
are computed ifferently. The weights are updated after every selection, and if there 
are several arcs having the same maximal new weight, the selection among them is 
based on the original weights. After each selection the new weight W(t) for each 
arc t = (5 y) is computed as 
W(t) = kg w(w) 
-max{w(x, y’) 1 (q y’) is free, y # y’} 
- max{w(x’, y) 1 (x’, y) is free, x’ f x}. 
Here w(u, tr) denotes, as before, e length of the overlap between u and v. 
The idea is to take in the consid ion also the arcs which would become non-free 
if t is selected next. Parameter k can be used to tune the method. In o 
the best results were obtained with parameter values from 2 to 2.5. 
of the modified algorithm was on the average about $ of that of the original algorithm. 
Building shortest common superstri can be understo a data compression 
problem. This s can also be 
matrices [ 1,8], such matrices only a fe 
significant values. Assume that R consists of the (or the columns) of such a 
matrix. Then the rows can be overlapped such identical significant entries 
significant and an insignificant entry overlap. ~~fo~un 
ute su overla 
method has to be used. Moreover, the overlap structure is not static: usin 
may make adjacent maximal 
algorithm should be quite 
for R, that is, a compressed matrix. 
have shown that the greedy rithm for shortest common su 
a performance ratio S! when the amount rmancemeasure. 
There is a dual view on the problem. ltonian paths in 
the overlap graph, one could base the algorithm on finding minimal Hamiltonian 
paths in “non-overlap” graphs. In such a graph, arc (x, y) has weight 1x1- ~(5 y). 
The dual heuristics is to successively select he smallest of the remaining free arcs 
amiltonian path is constructed. ‘The following example (due to Orponen) 
shows, however, that this method can behave essentially worse than the original 
algorithm. Let R contain strings 
QoQl a# 
0,432 432&f 
n-1 
. . 
. . 
. . 
%-la* a,tl*_, . . . w- 
Then the shortest common superstring is 
ha,. . . a,_,u,a,-, . . . o,t”. 
The length is 3n. This string is also formed by the original approximation method. 
The dual method can produce string 
~alPa1a2altn-‘. . . a,_,a,u,_,a,t 
with length n( n +2) and compression . The performance ratio is &n + 2) for the 
length and l/n for the compression. 
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